
For basic cleaning of the wraps, a mild soap and water solution with a microfiber towel
will handle most needs (i.e. road grime, etc.) 
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- To remove sticker, carefully peel edge of sticker from the cabinet, parallel to surface.

- Clean remaining adhesive with 90% + Isopropyl Alcohol (rubbing alcohol). For resilient/stronger adhesives
  a mild citrus-base adhesive remover can be used (ex. Goo-Gone).

- Using towel/rag, saturate the adhesive and let site for :30 seconds, then wipe adhesive. Repeat if necessary.  

- Immediately after use of cleaner, wipe down with a mixture of a Dawn
  soap & water; this will neutralize the cleaner and prevent any further contact with the
  graffifi-resistant laminate. 

STICKER REMOVAL

- A 90% + Isopropyl alcohol (rubbing alcohol) solution will remove most markers.

- For difficult to remove markers we recommend using a mild graffiti remover such as, Grafitti Safe-wipes, or
  TSW Multimaster/TSW Neutralizer (both of which we sell or you can purchase online).

- Using towel/rag, saturate the tag and let sit for :30 seconds, then wipe adhesive. Repeat if necessary.  

- Immediately after use of cleaner, wipe down with a mixture of a Dawn soap & water; this will neutralize the
  cleaner and prevent any further contact with the graffifi-resistant laminate. 

MARKER REMOVAL

- Removal should be done with Grafitti Safe-wipes, or TSW Multimaster/TSW Neutralizer (both of which we
  sell or you can purchase online).
        • Wearing gloves and protective eye-wear, Spray TSW on the spray painted area.

          • Wipe away TSW and spray paint as soon as paint softens.

          • Spray TSW neautralizer onto surface immediately and wipe clean.

- Using graffiti wipes to clean spray paint from the cabinet:
        • Wearing gloves and protective eye-wear, wipe spray paint until removed.

          • Use a rag to remove the paint as it is being removed.

- Immediately after use of cleaner, wipe down with a mixture of a Dawn soap & water; this will neutralize the
  cleaner and prevent any further contact with the graffifi-resistant laminate. 

 

SPRAY PAINT REMOVAL


